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ĐỀ THI GỒM 80 CÂU (TỪ QUESTION 1 ĐẾN QUESTION 80) 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each 
of the following questions. 
Question 1:  Allan: “Do you mind if I use your dictionary?” 

  Nick: “_______” 
A. I’m afraid not. B. Without doubt. C. No, feel free. D. Straight ahead. 

Question 2:  _______ failing, the new car was an enormous success. 
A. Far from B. Despite C. Apart from D. Although 

Question 3:  He has passed the test with excellent result. He must have been working very hard, 
_______? 

A. hasn’t he B. didn’t he C. wasn’t he D. mustn’t he 
Question 4:  Oh, I’m always forgetting _______ these medicines. Is that before or after meal, Ron? 

A. when to take  B. what I will take with  
C. on which I should take D. when I take 

Question 5:  The dream was so _______ that I was convinced it had really happened. 
A. bright B. lively C. vivid D. colorful 

Question 6:  Do you know when his new album is _______? I’m looking forward it. 
A. set out B. brought out C. broken out D. taken out 

Question 7:  We live very far from the station, so she _______ a taxi because got here just ten 
minutes after the arrival of the train. 

A. must have taken B. would certainly take 
C. had to have taken D. had to take 

Question 8:  My father retired from work last month. He _______ for the same company for 40 
years. 

A. has worked B. had been working C. had worked D. was working 
Question 9:  Heavier fines should be imposed on anyone who _______ litter. 

A. throws B. makes C. drops D. dumps 
Question 10:  It is obligatory _______ the instructions on the label strictly. 

A. when using this chemical they must follow B. this chemical is used by following 
C. the use of this chemical follow D. for this chemical to follow 

Question 11:  We rang the doorbell again _______ they hadn’t heard it the first time. 
A. because B. although C. for fear that D. in case 

Question 12:  How boring the lecture was! I _______ just in the first half of it. 
A. dropped off B. fell out C. called off D. came out 

Question 13:  Will it make any _______ to them if we deliver their equipment tomorrow? 
A. displeasure B. alteration C. difference D. conflict 

Question 14:  What time do you _______ duty? Let’s have a coffee after that. 
A. over B. on C. off D. out of 

Question 15:  Philip: “Which would you like to eat, beef or chicken?” 
  Jennifer: “_______” 
A. Beef seems fine. B. No way! C. It’s on me? D. Either way. 
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Question 16:  Tom: “Mommy, can I go out with my friends at 9 this evening?” 
  Mrs. Sterne: “_______” 
A. I’d rather not. B. Yes, with pleasure. C. Please don’t. D. Sure. Have a go. 

Question 17:  We have organized food and water _______ in African countries. 
A. relief B. service C. distribution D. supply 

Question 18:  I’d reminded him at least three times _______ to the meeting on time, but it turned 
out to be useless. 

A. he should come B. to come C. of having come D. about the coming 
Question 19:  Mrs. Wesley: “Who will help me put away the garbage? Ron?” 

  Ron: “_______” 
A. Oh, no. Not for me.  B. I’m not sure about it.  
C. Wait a minute.  D. Sure. I won’t do it. 

Question 20:  Alex: “I’ve had my purse stolen!” 
  Bill: “Oh really? _______ How did that happen?” 
A. Poor you! B. Bad luck, so. C. Never mind. D. It’s a pity. 

Question 21:  John impressed me when he was a child. When I first met him, he came _______ an 
intelligent and honest boy. 

A. up with B. over as C. in for D. up to 
Question 22:  Bricks baked in a kiln are _______ are dried in the sun. 

A. the hardest of those that B. much harder than those that 
C. not as nearly hard as those D. far harder than those 

Question 23:  You wouldn’t survive now _______ you from the debris. 
A. had they not found B. if they hadn’t been finding 
C. if they weren’t finding D. unless they found 

Question 24:  Don’t give up your harboring dream. _______ working harder and harder. 
A. Try out B. Keep on C. Speed up D. Go off 

Question 25:  It’s been a good year. I’ve written two books and a couple of articles, and _______ 
are now in print. 

A. both of which B. both of them C. all of which D. all of them 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 
indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from 26 to 35. 

Accustomed though we are to speaking of the films made before 1927 as “silent,” the film has 
never been, in the full sense of the word, silent. From the very beginning, music was regarded as an 
indispensable accompaniment; when the Lumiere films were shown at the first public film exhibition 
in the Unites States in February 1896, they were accompanied by piano improvisations on popular 
tunes. At first, the music played bore no special relationship to the films; an accompaniment of any 
kind was sufficient. Within a very short time, however, the incongruity of playing lively music to a 
solemn film became apparent, and film pianists began to take some care in matching their pieces to 
the mood of the film. 

As movie theaters grew in number and importance, a violinist, and perhaps a cellist, would be 
added to the pianist in certain cases, and in the larger movie theaters small orchestras were formed. 
For a number of years the selection of music for each film program rested entirely in the hands of the 
conductor or leader of the orchestra, and very often the principal qualification for holding such a 
position was not skill or taste so much as the ownership of a large personal library of musical pieces. 
Since the conductor seldom saw the films until the night before they were to be shown (if, indeed, 
the conductor was lucky enough to see them then), the musical arrangement was normally 
improvised in the greatest hurry. 

To help meet this difficulty, film distributing companies started the practice of publishing 
suggestions for musical accompaniments. In 1909, for example, the Edison Company began issuing 
with their films such indications of mood as “pleasant,” “sad,” “lively.” The suggestions became more 
explicit, and so emerged the musical cue sheet containing indications of mood, the titles of suitable 
pieces of music, and precise directions to show where one piece led into the next. 
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Certain films had music especially composed for them. The most famous of these early special 
scores was that composed and arranged for D.W. Griffith’s film Birth of a Nation, which was released 
in 1915. 
Question 26:  The passage mainly discusses music that was ________. 

A. specifically composed for certain movie theaters 
B. recorded during film exhibitions 
C. performed before the showing of a film 
D. played during silent films 

Question 27:  What can be inferred from the passage about the majority of films made after 1927? 
A. They incorporated the sound of the actors’ voices. 
B. They were accompanied by symphonic orchestras. 
C. They corresponded to specific musical compositions. 
D. They were truly “silent.” 

Question 28:  The word “solemn” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ________. 
A. serious B. well-scripted C. inaudible D. formal 

Question 29:  It can be inferred that orchestra conductors who worked in movie theaters needed to 
________. 

A. have pleasant voices B. be familiar with a wide variety of music 
C. be able to play many instruments D. be able to compose original music 

Question 30:  The word “them” in paragraph 2 refers to ________. 
A. years B. films C. hands D. pieces 

Question 31:  According to the passage, what kind of business was the Edison Company? 
A. It published musical arrangements. B. It produced electricity. 
C. It made musical instruments. D. It distributed films. 

Question 32:  It can be inferred from the passage that the first musical cue sheets appeared around 
________. 

A. 1909 B. 1896 C. 1915 D. 1927 
Question 33:  Which of the following notations is most likely to have been included on a musical cue 
sheet of the early 1900’s? 

A. “Piano, violin”  B. “Calm, peaceful”  
C. “Key of C major”  D. “Directed by D.W. Griffith” 

Question 34:  The word “scores” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ________. 
A. totals  B. successes  
C. musical compositions D. groups of musicians 

Question 35:  The passage probably continues with a discussion of ________. 
A. silent films by other directors 
B. other films directed by D.W. Griffith 
C. famous composers of the early twentieth century 
D. the music in Birth of a Nation 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that needs 
correction. 
Question 36:  So devastating were the floods that some areas may never have recovered in spite of  

 A              B 
efforts made to reduce loss. 
        C         D 

Question 37:  We have to endure the hard times and to hope that things will change for the better  
     A        B              C D 

in the future. 
Question 38:  Poland and Japan have very little common, but what they do share is national pride. 

      A      B          C             D 
Question 39:  On refusal to give breath sample to the police, I am sure you will be in great trouble.  

        A        B             C       D 
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Question 40:  The reasons for her overnight success are that she has been working very hard and  
         A            B             C 

support from her coworkers.  
   D 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is CLOSEST 
in meaning to each of the following questions. 
Question 41:  Fingerprints might have proved that the suspect was at the scene of the crime. 

A. The suspect might be at the scene of the crime though his fingerprints have not been proved. 
B. It was possible that fingerprints proved the presence of the suspect at the scene of the crime. 
C. Fingerprints are proved to have belonged to the suspect at the scene of the crime. 
D. Without doubt, the suspect was at the scene of the crime due to his fingerprints. 

Question 42:  “Please be careful with your utterances especially here!” said Lucy to Ian. 
A. Lucy reminded Ian of not saying anything unaccepted there. 
B. Lucy insisted Ian on being aware of what was expected to be said there. 
C. Lucy suggested Ian that he should take care of what he had said there. 
D. Lucy warned Ian to mind his words there. 

Question 43:  “We will invest 40% total cost of the project in the first phase of it,” said the president. 
A. The president planned to invest of 40% total cost of the project in phase one. 
B. The president promised to put a 40% of the total cost of the project investment in it. 
C. The president pledged their investment 40% of its total cost for the project’s first phase. 
D. The president presented a plan to invest in the project 40% the total cost for its first phase. 

Question 44:  “We can now say that the attack on our computer system last week was from China,” 
said the security expert. 

A. The security expert concluded their computer system was attacked by someone from China 
last week. 

B. The security expert confirmed the information of an attack from a Chinese on their computer 
system the previous week. 

C. The security expert accused China of attacking their computer system the week before. 
D. The security expert blamed a Chinese hacker for pulling their computer system down the week 

before. 
Question 45:  Alice had already been to Venice, but she didn’t like it as much when she went there 
again last summer. 

A. Alice liked Venice more on her visit last summer than she had when she had been there 
before. 

B. Alice went to Venice again last summer because she had liked it so much the first time.  
C. Alice went to Venice once, and even though she didn’t like it very much, she went there again. 
D. Alice enjoyed it better the first time she went to Venice than her visit there last summer. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is 
CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 
Question 46:  Trudy felt ill at ease when she spoke in public for the first time. 

A. felt uncomfortable and embarrassed B. felt difficult and lost confidence 
C. felt challenged and inopportune D. felt nausea and dizzy 

Question 47:  To everyone’s fury, misconduct by doctors and nurses is found out and ends up in 
media. 

A. demoralisation B. misdemeanour C. malpractice D. malevolence 
Question 48:  One thing for sure is that war brings great ferocity, so no one wants to it to happen. 

A. savagery B. depreciation C. disgrace D. gallantry 
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best 
combines each pair of sentences in the following questions. 
Question 49:  The teacher gave some instructions. I don’t understand any of them. 

A. The instructions the teacher gave are not understanding to me. 
B. It was the instructions the teacher gave that confused me. 
C. It hasn’t been clear to me about the instructions given. 
D. I’m finding it difficult to figure out what the teacher required according to his instructions. 

Question 50:  Here is all your money. You’ll be given more after two days. 
A. You’ll get money if you use all these money after two days. 
B. It must be two days left before I’ll be given some more money. 
C. Here is all the money you have to spend for two days. 
D. All this money can only be used two days after. 

Question 51:  The supermarket hoped consumption would improve. It launched promotion 
campaign. 

A. Price reduction was expected to start shoppers into spending more in the supermarket. 
B. So as to get more money spent the supermarket offered promotion. 
C. With a view to increase the number of goods sold the supermarket promoted consumption. 
D. In order that money would be spent on consumption, the supermarket reduced price. 

Question 52:  They coincidently knew what would come up in the exam. They passed it with flying 
colors. 

A. They knew happened to know what would be tested in the exam because of that they 
excellently succeeded in it.  

B. By chance they knew the questions would appear in the exam and it helped them to get 
impressive grades for it. 

C. Their high scores in the exam were resulted from the fact that they knew which questions 
would be asked by mistake.  

D. That they knew the questions to be asked in the exam should account for their outstanding 
success in it. 
Question 53:  The match on Sunday is very popular. It was wise of him to buy the tickets in advance. 

A. Since it is a popular match, he should have bought the tickets beforehand. 
B. Although he bought the tickets in advance, he wasn’t wise to foresee the match popularity. 
C. Such is the popularity of the match on Sunday that he wisely bought the tickets beforehand. 
D. The match on Sunday is so popular that he had enough wisdom to buy the tickets in advance. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from 
the rest in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 54:  A. dedicated B. overwhelming C. intellectual D. medieval 
Question 55:  A. respiratory B. managerial C. psychological D. interpersonal 
Question 56:  A. summit B. network C. reptile D. routine 
Question 57:  A. dynamism B. gratitude C. multilane D. feminist 
Question 58:  A. locality B. theatrical C. hilarious D. immigrant 
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 
indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from 59 to 68. 

Another early Native American tribe in what is now the southwestern part of the United States was 
the Anasazi. By A.D. 800 the Anasazi Indians were constructing multistory pueblos-massive, stone 
apartment compounds. Each one was virtually a stone town, which is why the Spanish would later call 
them pueblos, the Spanish word for towns. These pueblos represent one of the Anasazis’ supreme 
achievements. At least a dozen large stone houses took shape below the bluffs of Chiaco Canyon in 
northwest New Mexico. They were built with masonry walls more than a meter thick and adjoining 
apartments to accommodate dozens, even hundreds, of families. The largest, later named Pueblo 
Bonito (Pretty Town) by the Spanish, rose in five terraced stories, contained more than 800 rooms, 
and could have housed a population of 1,000 or more. 

Besides living quarters, each pueblo included one or more kivas-circular underground chambers 
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faced with stone. They functioned as sanctuaries where the elders met to plan festivals, perform ritual 
dances, settle pueblo affairs, and impart tribal lore to the younger generation. Some kivas were 
enormous. Of the 30 or so at pueblo Bonito, two measured 20 meters across. They contained niches 
for ceremonial objects, a central fire pit, and holes in the floor for communicating with the spirits of 
tribal ancestors. 

Each pueblo represented an astonishing amount of well-organized labor. Using only stone and 
wood tools, and without benefit of wheels or draft animals, the builders quarried ton upon ton of 
sandstone from the canyon walls, cut it into small blocks, hauled the blocks to the construction site, 
and fitted them together with mud mortar. Roof beams of pine or fir had to be carried from logging 
areas in the mountain forests many kilometers away. Then, to connect the pueblos and to give access 
to the surrounding tableland, the architects laid out a system of public roads with stone staircases for 
ascending cliff faces. In time, the roads reached out to more than 80 satellite villages within a 60-
kilometer radius. 

(Extracted from TOEFL® Test Collection, ETS® 1995) 
 

Question 59:  The paragraph preceding this passage would most likely be _______. 
A. another Native American tribe B. how pueblos were built 
C. Anasazi crafts and weapons D. Pueblo village in New Mexico 

Question 60:  What is the main topic of the passage? 
A. The organization of the Anasazi tribe B. The Anasazi pueblos 
C. Anasazi festivals of New Mexico D. The use of Anasazi sanctuaries 

Question 61:  The word “supreme” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to _______. 
A. most expensive B. most outstanding C. most common D. most convenient 

Question 62:  The word “They” in paragraph 1 refers to _______. 
A. families B. bluffs C. walls D. houses 

Question 63:  The author mentions that Pueblos bonito had more than 800 rooms as an example of 
which of the following? 

A. How much sandstone was needed to build it B. How many ceremonial areas it contained 
C. How big a pueblo could be D. How overcrowded the pueblos could be 

Question 64:  The word “settle” in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to _______. 
A. locate B. clarify C. sink D. decide 

Question 65:  It can be inferred from the passage that building a pueblo probably _______. 
A. relied on sophisticated technology B. involved the use of farm animals 
C. cost a lot of money D. required many workers 

Question 66:  The word “ascending” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to _______. 
A. arriving at B. connecting C. climbing D. carving 

Question 67:  It can be inferred from the passage that in addition to pueblos the Anasazis were 
skilled at building which of following? 

A. Monuments B. Roads C. Barns D. Water systems 
Question 68:  The pueblos are considered one of the Anasazis’ supreme achievements for all of the 
following reasons EXCEPT that they were _______. 

A. located in forests  B. connected in a systematic way  
C. very large  D. built with simple tools systems 

 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is 
OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 
Question 69:  The prevailing fashion among youngsters is blue jeans with T-shirts. 

A. eccentric B. depopulated C. trendy D. outdated 
Question 70:  He didn’t even cast an eye over my report which I had spent a month writing! 

A. show disinterest in  B. find it eye-catching with  
C. keep in ignorance about D. stay uninformed of 
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Read the following passage on voluntary work, and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your 
answer sheet to indicate the correct word for each of the blanks from 71 to 80. 

Voluntary work is work that you do not get paid for and usually involves doing things to help other 
people, especially the elderly or the sick, or working on (71)_______ of a charity or similar 
organization. Most charitable organizations rely on unpaid volunteers, and thousands of Americans 
and British people give many hours of their time to doing some form of social work or organizing fund-
raising events to support the work. Volunteering is especially popular in the US and the reasons for 
this may be found in (72)_______ American values such as the Protestant work ethic, the idea that 
work improves the person who does it, and the belief that people can change their (73)_______ if 
they try hard enough. 

In the US young people over 18 can take part in AmeriCorps, a government programme that 
(74)_______ them to work as volunteers for a period of time, with the (75)_______ of help in paying 
for their education later. Older Americans who do not work may spend much of their free time 
volunteering. 

In Britain a lot of voluntary work is directed towards supporting the country’s social services. The 
WRVS and other organizations run a meals-on-wheels service in many parts of Britain, (76)_______ 
hot food for old people who are (77)_______ to cook for themselves. The nationwide Citizens Advice 
Bureau, which offers free advice to the public (78)_______ a wide range of issues, is run (79)_______ 
by volunteers, and the Blood Transfusion Service relies on voluntary blood donors to give blood for 
use in hospitals. Political parties use volunteers at election time, and Churches depend on volunteers 
to (80)_______ buildings clean. 

(Extracted from Oxford Guide to British and American Culture, Oxford University Press, 2000) 
 

Question 71:  A. account B. basis C. behalf D. ground 
Question 72:  A. essential B. basic C. top D. primary 
Question 73:  A. condition B. standard C. appearance D. nature 
Question 74:  A. commissions B. engages C. guides D. encourages 
Question 75:  A. reply B. favor C. function D. promise 
Question 76:  A. serving B. providing C. offering D. selling 
Question 77:  A. enabled B. incapable C. disabled D. unable 
Question 78:  A. with B. through C. for D. on 
Question 79:  A. equally B. substantially C. mainly D. frequently 
Question 80:  A. keep B. stay C. get D. help 
 
----------------------------------------------- 

----------- THE END ---------- 
 


